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Neutrinos
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Number of detected neutrinos (Nν): 
Nν~(Cross-section × Neutrino flux × Number of targets) 

1010 

(1010-3) ν3 νWeak interactions are weak:
~1 MeV

Neutrinos everywhere - second 
most abundant particle 

Neutrinos carry lot of 
information about universe 

And indeed about Earth! 

Not easy to get these 
information <- hard to detect

• Small for νgeo’s 
• Measurable for νgeo’s 
• Need to be large 

for νgeo’s
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Golden Era of Neutrinos (Selection of Milestones)
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DONUT discovers ντ

SNO resolves solar neutrino problem

SuperKamiokande discovers atmospheric neutrino oscillations

KamLAND discovers reactor neutrino oscillations

KamLAND measures geoneutrinos

BOREXINO measures geoneutrinos

Towards CP-violation in lepton sector:  
Daya Bay reports non-zero θ13
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2003

2004

2005

2010
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Geoneutrinos in One Slide

Radionuclides in the Earth:
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Energy per decay chain 
Part carried away by νgeo’s 
Rest is converted to heat

Geoneutrinos: 
Mostly electron antineutrinos
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estimates the energy escaping the Earth on average each time
a parent nuclide decays. The average energy of 40K requires a
small correction, accounting for the emission of the neutrino
from electron capture. Subtracting the average escape energy
from the decay energy computes the radiogenic heat absor-
bed by the Earth on average per decay (Qh = Q ! Qn). The
calculated rate of heating per unit mass of the parent nuclide,
or the isotopic heat generation, is

h ¼ NAl
m

Qh ð6Þ

with NA Avogadro’s number, l the decay constant, and m the
molar mass. Table 1 presents the quantities used to calculate
the radiogenic power of 238U, 235U, 232Th, and 40K. These
quantities also allow calculation of the isotopic antineutrino
luminosity

l ¼ NAl
m

nne : ð7Þ

Element specific heat generation and antineutrino luminosity
follow from summing the isotopic values weighted by natural
abundance. Table 2 presents values for uranium, thorium and

potassium. These concur with values from similar recent
calculations [Enomoto et al., 2007; Fiorentini et al., 2007].
Previous calculations of heat production tend to underesti-
mate the contributions from uranium and thorium and over-
estimate the contribution from potassium at about the 4%
level or less [Hamza and Beck, 1972; Rybach, 1988].

3. GEONEUTRINO DETECTION

[13] Geoneutrino detection presently exploits a coinci-
dence of signals from quasi-elastic scattering on a free pro-
ton (hydrogen nucleus) in organic scintillating liquid. This
follows the traditional method for real-time measurement of
reactor antineutrinos, which was developed decades ago
[Reines and Cowan, 1953]. In this neutron inverse beta
decay reaction, an electron antineutrino becomes a positron
by collecting the electric charge from a proton, which
becomes a neutron [Vogel and Beacom, 1999].

ne þ p→eþ þ n ð8Þ

Both reaction products produce signals, correlated in posi-
tion and time. The positron retains most of the available
energy, which is approximately the electron antineutrino
energy (Ene ) minus the difference between the rest mass
energy of the neutron and proton (D = Mn ! Mp). It rapidly
(<1 ns) loses kinetic energy through ionization, producing a
prompt signal proportional to the energy of the electron
antineutrino.

Te ¼ Ene !D! me ð9Þ

The positron soon annihilates with an electron, releasing
gamma rays with total energy equal to twice the electron
mass. If the gamma rays interact within the detector, typically
by Compton scattering, this increases the energy and spatial
spread of the prompt signal. Prior to annihilation, the positron
has a significant probability (&50% in scintillating liquid) of
briefly forming a bound state with an electron (positronium),
delaying the annihilation signal by several nanoseconds
[Franco et al., 2011]. Although this delay degrades the
positron position resolution, it provides a method for reject-
ing background.
[14] The momentum of the electron antineutrino transfers

principally to the neutron, initially moving forward and losing
energy through collisions with hydrogen nuclei. Some of the
recoiling protons contribute relatively small amounts of ioni-
zation energy to the prompt signal. After coming to thermal
equilibrium, the neutron diffuses through the medium, typi-
cally for many microseconds before getting absorbed by an

Figure 1. These curves show the antineutrino intensity
energy spectra per decay of 238U, 232Th, 235U, and 40K,
which are the main nuclides contributing to terrestrial radio-
genic heating and the surface geoneutrino flux.

TABLE 1. Parent Nuclide Quantities for Radiogenic Heating and Geoneutrino Flux

Nuclide Percent n.a. m (g/mol) l (10!18 s!1) nne Q (pJ) Qn (pJ) Qh (pJ) h (mW/kg) l (kg!1ms!1)

238U 99.2796 238 4.916 6 8.282 0.634 7.648 95.13 74.6
235U 0.7204 235 31.210 4 7.434 0.325 7.108 568.47 319.9
232Th 100.0000 232 1.563 4 6.833 0.358 6.475 26.28 16.2
40K 0.0117 40 17.200 0.893 0.213 0.103 0.110 28.47 231.2

DYE: GEONEUTRINOS RG3007RG3007
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Dye (2012)Geoneutrino energy above IBD threshold

World of particle 
physicists

World of 
geoscience

Worlds linked - That’s why we are here
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Inverse Beta Decay
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Inverse beta decay (IBD) - Only feasible method of today and 
near future for detection of ~MeV electron antineutrinos 
Strong in background rejection due to coincidence of prompt 
and delayed signal

Inverse beta decay:

Inverse beta decay candidates selection

IBD selection
• Remove flashing PMT events

• Prompt Energy Cut: 0.7 MeV < Ep < 12 : MeV

• Delayed Energy Cut: 6 MeV < Ep < 12 : MeV

• Coincidence Time Cut: 1 µs < �t < 200 µs

• Multiplicity Cut: prompt and delayed signals
isolated

• Muon Veto:
-Water pool muon (nPmt > 12): 0.6 ms
-AD muon (E > 20 MeV): 1 ms
-AD shower muon (E > 2.5 GeV): 1 s

Detection method
⌫̄e + p ! e+ + n

30 µs n + Gd ! Gd⇤ ! Gd + �s (8 MeV)

200 µs n + H ! D + � (2.22 MeV)

Delayed energy (MeV)
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IBD Backgrounds for Geoneutrinos
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Correlated: µ

n
p

µ

n
β

9Li

α+13C

16O*γ
n

9Li/8He
Unstable spallation 
products induced 
by cosmic muons

Fast neutrons 
Induced by 

untagged cosmic 
muons

13C(α,n)16O
Induced by α 
interacting on 
carbon atoms

n

Reactor 
antineutrinos 

present everywhere 
on Earth

e+

νe+p
_

Non-neutrino:Neutrino:
Uncorrelated:

Accidental 
coincidence

of two independent 
events

γ
β

γ
γ

Background How to tackle
Accidentals Well-known

Cosmogenic background Be deep underground
13C(α,n)16O Purification of LS

Reactor neutrinos! Be far from reactorsBackgroundUTh

Geov’s @ 1.8-3.3 MeV

E

#
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Geoneutrino Measurements so far
2005 - KamLAND - first to measure geo-v’s 

2016 - KamLAND - best precision - 17% uncertainty  

Only two experiments so far: KamLAND and Borexino

7

1 TNU (Terrestrial Neutrino Unit) = 1 event detected by IBD per year on 1032 protons 
KamLAND - 1 kt

Borexino - 280 t

KamLAND Borexino
2005 2011 2013 20132010 20152016
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KamLAND Experiment
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Target volume: 1 kt LS 
Mineral oil with PMTs 
Stainless steel vessel 
Water pool with PMTs

1000 m deep

Japan

Kamioka Mine

KamLAND - Kamioka Liquid 
Scintillator Antineutrino Detector

Detector design:
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Event Rate for Signal Energy Window*
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TABLE I: Estimated backgrounds for νe in the energy range between 0.9MeV and 8.5MeV after event selection cuts.

Background Period 1 Period 2 Period 3 All Periods
(1486 days) (1154 days) (351 days) (2991 days)

1 Accidental 76.1 ± 0.1 44.7 ± 0.1 4.7 ± 0.1 125.5 ± 0.1
2 9Li/8He 17.9 ± 1.4 11.2 ± 1.1 2.5 ± 0.5 31.6 ± 1.9

3
ȷ 13C(α,n)16Og.s., elastic scattering 160.4 ± 16.4 16.5 ± 3.8 2.3 ± 1.0 179.0 ± 21.1

13C(α,n)16Og.s., 12C(n,n ′)12C∗ (4.4 MeV γ) 6.9 ± 0.7 0.7 ± 0.2 0.10 ± 0.04 7.7 ± 0.9

4
ȷ 13C(α,n)16O∗, 1st e.s. (6.05 MeV e+e−) 14.6 ± 2.9 1.7 ± 0.5 0.21 ± 0.09 16.5 ± 3.5

13C(α,n)16O∗, 2nd e.s. (6.13 MeV γ) 3.4 ± 0.7 0.4 ± 0.1 0.05 ± 0.02 3.9 ± 0.8
5 Fast neutron and atmospheric neutrino < 7.7 < 5.9 < 1.7 < 15.3
Total 279.2 ± 22.1 75.2 ± 7.6 9.9 ± 2.1 364.1 ± 30.5
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FIG. 2: Time evolution of expected and observed rates at KamLAND for νe’s with energies between (a) 0.9MeV and 2.6MeV and (b)
2.6MeV and 8.5MeV. The points indicate the measured rates in a coarse time binning, while the curves show the expected rate variation for
reactor νe’s (black line), reactor νe’s + backgrounds (colored line), and reactor νe’s + backgrounds + geo νe’s (gray line). The geo νe rates
are calculated from the reference model [17]. The vertical bands correspond to data periods not used in the analysis. In the right panel of (a),
the data are grouped according to periods of similar expected reactor νe + background rates, as denoted by the colored bands. The observed
event rate for each group is plotted at the exposure-weighted expected event rate within the group. The efficiency-corrected best-fit value of
the geo νe rate from the full spectral analysis (dashed line), its 1σ error (shaded region), and the model expectation (gray line) are drawn for
comparison. The contribution of geo νe’s in (b) is negligible. The oscillation parameters used to calculate the expected reactor νe rate are the
best-fit values from the global oscillation analysis: tan2 θ12 = 0.436+0.029

−0.025, ∆m2
21 = 7.53+0.18

−0.18 × 10−5 eV2, and sin2 θ13 = 0.023+0.002
−0.002.

and reshuffling data for all Japanese commercial reactors. The
thermal power generation used for the normalization of the
fission rates is measured to within 2%. Only four isotopes
contribute significantly to the νe emission spectra; the relative
fission yields, averaged over the entire live-time period for this
result, are (0.567 : 0.078 : 0.298 : 0.057) for (235U : 238U :
239Pu : 241Pu), respectively. A recent recalculation of the νe

spectra per fission of these isotopes introduced a ∼3% upward

shift [19, 20] relative to the previous standard calculation [21,
22], causing past measurements at short-baselines to appear
to have seen fewer ν̄e’s than expected. It has been speculated
that this so-called Reactor Antineutrino Anomaly may be due
to some systematic uncertainty or bias, or could potentially
be due to oscillation into a heavy sterile neutrino state with
∆m2 ∼ 1 eV2 [23]. To make our analysis insensitive to these
effects, the normalization of the cross section per fission for

March 2011 
Earthquake

Time Variation of Event Rate

long-term shutdown 
of Japanese reactor

Data have good agreement with expected rate

KamLAND-Zen 
start

Period 1: Mar. 2002 - May 2007

2.6 < Ep < 8.5 MeV

Period 2: May 2007 - Aug. 2011 (after LS purification)
Period 3: Oct. 2011 - Nov. 2012 (after KamLAND-Zen start)

Total livetime  
2991 days

- Backgrounds : 
    LS purification → non-neutrino backgrounds reduction 
    Earthquake → reactor neutrino reduction 
- Constant contribution of geo-neutrino 
    Time information is useful to extract the geo-neutrino signal

LS
 p
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n

KamLAND-Zen 
 construction

LS
 p
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ifi
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n

constant contribution of 
geo-neutrino

11/20

Preliminary Preliminary

2016 Preliminary Result

reactor anti-neutrino + 
other backgrounds

*Watanabe (KamLAND Collaboration): tfc.tohoku.ac.jp/event/4131.html

Background How to tackle
Accidentals Well-known

Cosmogenic background Be deep underground
13C(α,n)16O Purification of LS

Reactor neutrinos! Be far from reactors

Signal window: 
Prompt energy 0.9 - 2.6 MeV 
Antineutrino energy 1.6 - 3.4 MeV

Purification of LS

Reactors off
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KamLAND Latest Geoneutrino Result (1)*
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model prediction : Enomoto et al. EPSL 258, 147 (2007)
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Zoom in 1259.8 days: 
Reactors off, purified scintillator

Background How to tackle

Accidentals Well-known
Cosmogenic background 

(fast neutrons, 9Li/8He) Be deep underground

13C(α,n)16O Purification of LS

Reactor neutrinos! Reactors off
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KamLAND Latest Geoneutrino Result (2)*
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BOREXINO in One Slide
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3

signal-to-background ratio is ⇠100.

We have performed an un-binned likelihood fit of the
energy spectrum of selected prompt ⌫̄e candidate events
[3], shown in Fig. 1. The reactor and geo-neutrinos spec-
tra are obtained by Monte Carlo and the backgrounds
considered in this analysis are reported in Table I. The
Monte Carlo spectra have been determined as reported
in [4]. The reactor neutrinos signal has been calculated
adopting the data from IAEA [11] updated to 2014 and
the method described in [12]. For the first quarter of 2015
we have used the values from 2014. For the present expo-
sure we predict (87 ± 4) TNU events from nuclear reac-
tors, where 1 Terrestrial Neutrino Unit (TNU) = 1 event
/ year / 1032 protons. The log-likelihood function has two
signal components, Sgeo and Sreact, left free, and three
background components, SLiHe, S↵n, Sacc, constrained
to the values and errors reported in Tab. I. These com-
ponents account for 75% of the total background. The
other components were left out due to the uncertainty in
their energy spectrum. Combined, they contribute ⇠1%
to the best fit and their contribution to the systematic
uncertainty is absorbed in the uncertainty on the energy
scale.

Using the value ratio for the masses of Th and
U, m(Th)/m(U) = 3.9, suggested by the chondritic
model, our best fit yields Sgeo = 23.7+6.5

�5.7(stat)
+0.9
�0.6(sys)

events (43.5+11.8
�10.4(stat)

+2.7
�2.4(sys) TNU) and Sreact =

52.7+8.5
�7.7(stat)

+0.7
�0.9(sys) events (96.6+15.6

�14.2(stat)
+4.9
�5.0(sys)

TNU). When expressing the results in TNU, system-
atic uncertainties from both the exposure (4.8%) and the
Monte Carlo energy calibration (1%) are included. Only
the Monte Carlo calibration uncertainty is relevant when
using the number of decays.

In Fig. 2 we show the 1, 3 and 5� contours from the
log-likelihood fit. Borexino alone observes geo-neutrinos
with 5.9� significance (Fig. 2). The null hypothesis for
geo-neutrino observation has a probability equal to 3.6⇥
10�9. The measured geo-neutrino signal corresponds to
⌫̄e fluxes at the detector from decays in the U and Th
chains of �(U) = (2.7± 0.7)⇥ 106 cm�2s�1 and �(Th) =
(2.3 ± 0.6) ⇥ 106 cm�2s�1, respectively. Statistical and
systematic uncertainties are added in quadrature.

Fig. 3 shows the probability contours obtained by per-
forming the fit leaving the U and Th spectral contribu-
tions as free parameters. The U and Th best-fit contri-
butions are shown in Fig. 1. This measurement shows
how Borexino, with larger exposure, could separate the
contributions from U and Th, and demonstrates the abil-
ity of this detection technique to perform real-time spec-
troscopy of geo-neutrinos.

The radiogenic heat production for U and Th, H(U +
Th), from the present best-fit result is restricted in the
range 23-36 TW (see Fig. 4). The range of values in-
cludes the uncertainty on the distribution of heat produc-
ing elements inside the Earth. The model-independent
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FIG. 1. Prompt light yield spectrum, in units of photoelec-
trons (p.e.), of ⌫̄e candidates and the best-fit. The best-fit
shows the geo-neutrino and reactor neutrino spectra (dotted
lines) assuming the chondritic ratio. Colored areas show the
result of a separate fit with U (blue) and Th (light blue) set
as free and independent parameters.

analysis yields a radiogenic heat interval 11-52 TW
(69% C.L.) for H(U + Th). Adopting the chondritic
mass ratio above and a potassium-to-uranium mass ra-
tio m(K)/m(U) = 104, the total measured terrestrial
radiogenic power is P (U + Th + K) = 33+28

�20 TW, to
be compared with the global terrestrial power output
Ptot = 47± 2 TW [14].

The contribution to the total geo-neutrino signal from
the local crust (LOC) is estimated to be Sgeo(LOC) =
(9.7±1.3) TNU [15]. Considering the contribution from
the rest of the crust (ROC) [16], the signal from the
crust in Borexino is calculated as Sgeo(LOC+ROC) =
(23.4±2.8) TNU. In order to estimate the significance of
a positive signal from the mantle we have determined the
likelihood of Sgeo(Mantle) = Sgeo � Sgeo(LOC+ROC)
using the experimental likelihood profile of Sgeo and a
gaussian approximation for the crust contribution. The
non-physical region, Sgeo(Mantle) < 0, is excluded.
This approach gives a signal from the mantle equal to
Sgeo(Mantle) = 20.9+15.1

�10.3 TNU, with the null hypothe-
sis rejected at 98% C.L..

An updated measurement of ⌫̄e’s with Borexino is pre-
sented. We show that Borexino-only data measure geo-
neutrinos with 5.9� significance. We also shows that
the background level in Borexino allows to perform a
real time spectroscopy of geo-neutrinos, currently limited
only by the size of the detector.

The Borexino program is made possible by funding
from INFN (Italy), NSF (USA), BMBF, DFG, and MPG
(Germany), RFBR: Grants 14-22-03031 and 13-02-12140,
RFBR-ASPERA-13-02-92440 (Russia), and NCN Poland
(UMO-2012/06/M/ST2/00426). We acknowledge the fi-
nancial support from the UnivEarthS Labex program of
Sorbonne Paris Cit (ANR-10-LABX-0023 and ANR-11-
IDEX-0005-02). We acknowledge the generous support
and hospitality of the Laboratori Nazionali del Gran

Italy Gran Sasso Much better purity of LS than KL 
Smaller mass (280 t of LS) compare to KL 
Uncertainty ~26%

Fixed RTh/U
[events] [TNU] 0 signal 

rejection
U+Th 5.9σ
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signal-to-background ratio is ⇠100.

We have performed an un-binned likelihood fit of the
energy spectrum of selected prompt ⌫̄e candidate events
[3], shown in Fig. 1. The reactor and geo-neutrinos spec-
tra are obtained by Monte Carlo and the backgrounds
considered in this analysis are reported in Table I. The
Monte Carlo spectra have been determined as reported
in [4]. The reactor neutrinos signal has been calculated
adopting the data from IAEA [11] updated to 2014 and
the method described in [12]. For the first quarter of 2015
we have used the values from 2014. For the present expo-
sure we predict (87 ± 4) TNU events from nuclear reac-
tors, where 1 Terrestrial Neutrino Unit (TNU) = 1 event
/ year / 1032 protons. The log-likelihood function has two
signal components, Sgeo and Sreact, left free, and three
background components, SLiHe, S↵n, Sacc, constrained
to the values and errors reported in Tab. I. These com-
ponents account for 75% of the total background. The
other components were left out due to the uncertainty in
their energy spectrum. Combined, they contribute ⇠1%
to the best fit and their contribution to the systematic
uncertainty is absorbed in the uncertainty on the energy
scale.

Using the value ratio for the masses of Th and
U, m(Th)/m(U) = 3.9, suggested by the chondritic
model, our best fit yields Sgeo = 23.7+6.5

�5.7(stat)
+0.9
�0.6(sys)

events (43.5+11.8
�10.4(stat)

+2.7
�2.4(sys) TNU) and Sreact =

52.7+8.5
�7.7(stat)

+0.7
�0.9(sys) events (96.6+15.6

�14.2(stat)
+4.9
�5.0(sys)

TNU). When expressing the results in TNU, system-
atic uncertainties from both the exposure (4.8%) and the
Monte Carlo energy calibration (1%) are included. Only
the Monte Carlo calibration uncertainty is relevant when
using the number of decays.

In Fig. 2 we show the 1, 3 and 5� contours from the
log-likelihood fit. Borexino alone observes geo-neutrinos
with 5.9� significance (Fig. 2). The null hypothesis for
geo-neutrino observation has a probability equal to 3.6⇥
10�9. The measured geo-neutrino signal corresponds to
⌫̄e fluxes at the detector from decays in the U and Th
chains of �(U) = (2.7± 0.7)⇥ 106 cm�2s�1 and �(Th) =
(2.3 ± 0.6) ⇥ 106 cm�2s�1, respectively. Statistical and
systematic uncertainties are added in quadrature.

Fig. 3 shows the probability contours obtained by per-
forming the fit leaving the U and Th spectral contribu-
tions as free parameters. The U and Th best-fit contri-
butions are shown in Fig. 1. This measurement shows
how Borexino, with larger exposure, could separate the
contributions from U and Th, and demonstrates the abil-
ity of this detection technique to perform real-time spec-
troscopy of geo-neutrinos.

The radiogenic heat production for U and Th, H(U +
Th), from the present best-fit result is restricted in the
range 23-36 TW (see Fig. 4). The range of values in-
cludes the uncertainty on the distribution of heat produc-
ing elements inside the Earth. The model-independent
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FIG. 1. Prompt light yield spectrum, in units of photoelec-
trons (p.e.), of ⌫̄e candidates and the best-fit. The best-fit
shows the geo-neutrino and reactor neutrino spectra (dotted
lines) assuming the chondritic ratio. Colored areas show the
result of a separate fit with U (blue) and Th (light blue) set
as free and independent parameters.

analysis yields a radiogenic heat interval 11-52 TW
(69% C.L.) for H(U + Th). Adopting the chondritic
mass ratio above and a potassium-to-uranium mass ra-
tio m(K)/m(U) = 104, the total measured terrestrial
radiogenic power is P (U + Th + K) = 33+28

�20 TW, to
be compared with the global terrestrial power output
Ptot = 47± 2 TW [14].

The contribution to the total geo-neutrino signal from
the local crust (LOC) is estimated to be Sgeo(LOC) =
(9.7±1.3) TNU [15]. Considering the contribution from
the rest of the crust (ROC) [16], the signal from the
crust in Borexino is calculated as Sgeo(LOC+ROC) =
(23.4±2.8) TNU. In order to estimate the significance of
a positive signal from the mantle we have determined the
likelihood of Sgeo(Mantle) = Sgeo � Sgeo(LOC+ROC)
using the experimental likelihood profile of Sgeo and a
gaussian approximation for the crust contribution. The
non-physical region, Sgeo(Mantle) < 0, is excluded.
This approach gives a signal from the mantle equal to
Sgeo(Mantle) = 20.9+15.1

�10.3 TNU, with the null hypothe-
sis rejected at 98% C.L..

An updated measurement of ⌫̄e’s with Borexino is pre-
sented. We show that Borexino-only data measure geo-
neutrinos with 5.9� significance. We also shows that
the background level in Borexino allows to perform a
real time spectroscopy of geo-neutrinos, currently limited
only by the size of the detector.

The Borexino program is made possible by funding
from INFN (Italy), NSF (USA), BMBF, DFG, and MPG
(Germany), RFBR: Grants 14-22-03031 and 13-02-12140,
RFBR-ASPERA-13-02-92440 (Russia), and NCN Poland
(UMO-2012/06/M/ST2/00426). We acknowledge the fi-
nancial support from the UnivEarthS Labex program of
Sorbonne Paris Cit (ANR-10-LABX-0023 and ANR-11-
IDEX-0005-02). We acknowledge the generous support
and hospitality of the Laboratori Nazionali del Gran
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signal-to-background ratio is ⇠100.

We have performed an un-binned likelihood fit of the
energy spectrum of selected prompt ⌫̄e candidate events
[3], shown in Fig. 1. The reactor and geo-neutrinos spec-
tra are obtained by Monte Carlo and the backgrounds
considered in this analysis are reported in Table I. The
Monte Carlo spectra have been determined as reported
in [4]. The reactor neutrinos signal has been calculated
adopting the data from IAEA [11] updated to 2014 and
the method described in [12]. For the first quarter of 2015
we have used the values from 2014. For the present expo-
sure we predict (87 ± 4) TNU events from nuclear reac-
tors, where 1 Terrestrial Neutrino Unit (TNU) = 1 event
/ year / 1032 protons. The log-likelihood function has two
signal components, Sgeo and Sreact, left free, and three
background components, SLiHe, S↵n, Sacc, constrained
to the values and errors reported in Tab. I. These com-
ponents account for 75% of the total background. The
other components were left out due to the uncertainty in
their energy spectrum. Combined, they contribute ⇠1%
to the best fit and their contribution to the systematic
uncertainty is absorbed in the uncertainty on the energy
scale.

Using the value ratio for the masses of Th and
U, m(Th)/m(U) = 3.9, suggested by the chondritic
model, our best fit yields Sgeo = 23.7+6.5

�5.7(stat)
+0.9
�0.6(sys)

events (43.5+11.8
�10.4(stat)

+2.7
�2.4(sys) TNU) and Sreact =

52.7+8.5
�7.7(stat)

+0.7
�0.9(sys) events (96.6+15.6

�14.2(stat)
+4.9
�5.0(sys)

TNU). When expressing the results in TNU, system-
atic uncertainties from both the exposure (4.8%) and the
Monte Carlo energy calibration (1%) are included. Only
the Monte Carlo calibration uncertainty is relevant when
using the number of decays.

In Fig. 2 we show the 1, 3 and 5� contours from the
log-likelihood fit. Borexino alone observes geo-neutrinos
with 5.9� significance (Fig. 2). The null hypothesis for
geo-neutrino observation has a probability equal to 3.6⇥
10�9. The measured geo-neutrino signal corresponds to
⌫̄e fluxes at the detector from decays in the U and Th
chains of �(U) = (2.7± 0.7)⇥ 106 cm�2s�1 and �(Th) =
(2.3 ± 0.6) ⇥ 106 cm�2s�1, respectively. Statistical and
systematic uncertainties are added in quadrature.

Fig. 3 shows the probability contours obtained by per-
forming the fit leaving the U and Th spectral contribu-
tions as free parameters. The U and Th best-fit contri-
butions are shown in Fig. 1. This measurement shows
how Borexino, with larger exposure, could separate the
contributions from U and Th, and demonstrates the abil-
ity of this detection technique to perform real-time spec-
troscopy of geo-neutrinos.

The radiogenic heat production for U and Th, H(U +
Th), from the present best-fit result is restricted in the
range 23-36 TW (see Fig. 4). The range of values in-
cludes the uncertainty on the distribution of heat produc-
ing elements inside the Earth. The model-independent
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FIG. 1. Prompt light yield spectrum, in units of photoelec-
trons (p.e.), of ⌫̄e candidates and the best-fit. The best-fit
shows the geo-neutrino and reactor neutrino spectra (dotted
lines) assuming the chondritic ratio. Colored areas show the
result of a separate fit with U (blue) and Th (light blue) set
as free and independent parameters.

analysis yields a radiogenic heat interval 11-52 TW
(69% C.L.) for H(U + Th). Adopting the chondritic
mass ratio above and a potassium-to-uranium mass ra-
tio m(K)/m(U) = 104, the total measured terrestrial
radiogenic power is P (U + Th + K) = 33+28

�20 TW, to
be compared with the global terrestrial power output
Ptot = 47± 2 TW [14].

The contribution to the total geo-neutrino signal from
the local crust (LOC) is estimated to be Sgeo(LOC) =
(9.7±1.3) TNU [15]. Considering the contribution from
the rest of the crust (ROC) [16], the signal from the
crust in Borexino is calculated as Sgeo(LOC+ROC) =
(23.4±2.8) TNU. In order to estimate the significance of
a positive signal from the mantle we have determined the
likelihood of Sgeo(Mantle) = Sgeo � Sgeo(LOC+ROC)
using the experimental likelihood profile of Sgeo and a
gaussian approximation for the crust contribution. The
non-physical region, Sgeo(Mantle) < 0, is excluded.
This approach gives a signal from the mantle equal to
Sgeo(Mantle) = 20.9+15.1

�10.3 TNU, with the null hypothe-
sis rejected at 98% C.L..

An updated measurement of ⌫̄e’s with Borexino is pre-
sented. We show that Borexino-only data measure geo-
neutrinos with 5.9� significance. We also shows that
the background level in Borexino allows to perform a
real time spectroscopy of geo-neutrinos, currently limited
only by the size of the detector.

The Borexino program is made possible by funding
from INFN (Italy), NSF (USA), BMBF, DFG, and MPG
(Germany), RFBR: Grants 14-22-03031 and 13-02-12140,
RFBR-ASPERA-13-02-92440 (Russia), and NCN Poland
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B. Roskovec Geov Measurements Overview 

The Impact of Geoneutrino Measurements on (Geo)science

Successes 

• We measured geoneutrinos!!! 

• We observed neutrino flavor changing in geoneutrinos 

Call for improvement of the precision 

• Independent measurement of U and Th flux not there yet  

• Needed for determination of ratio RTh/U 

• KamLAND and BOREXINO measurements consistent with uniform flux 

• Breakdown to Crust&Mantle contribution unknown
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B. Roskovec Geov Measurements Overview 

Unprecedented Achievement in 1953

14

29.5.1953 - Sir Edmund Hillary and Tenzing Norgay reached as the first 
men the top of Mt. Everest

They boldly went where no man has 
gone before 
Sure it was not easy

They show the way, what can be done 
They show the way for they followers 
History will always remember them 
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signal-to-background ratio is ⇠100.

We have performed an un-binned likelihood fit of the
energy spectrum of selected prompt ⌫̄e candidate events
[3], shown in Fig. 1. The reactor and geo-neutrinos spec-
tra are obtained by Monte Carlo and the backgrounds
considered in this analysis are reported in Table I. The
Monte Carlo spectra have been determined as reported
in [4]. The reactor neutrinos signal has been calculated
adopting the data from IAEA [11] updated to 2014 and
the method described in [12]. For the first quarter of 2015
we have used the values from 2014. For the present expo-
sure we predict (87 ± 4) TNU events from nuclear reac-
tors, where 1 Terrestrial Neutrino Unit (TNU) = 1 event
/ year / 1032 protons. The log-likelihood function has two
signal components, Sgeo and Sreact, left free, and three
background components, SLiHe, S↵n, Sacc, constrained
to the values and errors reported in Tab. I. These com-
ponents account for 75% of the total background. The
other components were left out due to the uncertainty in
their energy spectrum. Combined, they contribute ⇠1%
to the best fit and their contribution to the systematic
uncertainty is absorbed in the uncertainty on the energy
scale.

Using the value ratio for the masses of Th and
U, m(Th)/m(U) = 3.9, suggested by the chondritic
model, our best fit yields Sgeo = 23.7+6.5

�5.7(stat)
+0.9
�0.6(sys)

events (43.5+11.8
�10.4(stat)

+2.7
�2.4(sys) TNU) and Sreact =

52.7+8.5
�7.7(stat)

+0.7
�0.9(sys) events (96.6+15.6

�14.2(stat)
+4.9
�5.0(sys)

TNU). When expressing the results in TNU, system-
atic uncertainties from both the exposure (4.8%) and the
Monte Carlo energy calibration (1%) are included. Only
the Monte Carlo calibration uncertainty is relevant when
using the number of decays.

In Fig. 2 we show the 1, 3 and 5� contours from the
log-likelihood fit. Borexino alone observes geo-neutrinos
with 5.9� significance (Fig. 2). The null hypothesis for
geo-neutrino observation has a probability equal to 3.6⇥
10�9. The measured geo-neutrino signal corresponds to
⌫̄e fluxes at the detector from decays in the U and Th
chains of �(U) = (2.7± 0.7)⇥ 106 cm�2s�1 and �(Th) =
(2.3 ± 0.6) ⇥ 106 cm�2s�1, respectively. Statistical and
systematic uncertainties are added in quadrature.

Fig. 3 shows the probability contours obtained by per-
forming the fit leaving the U and Th spectral contribu-
tions as free parameters. The U and Th best-fit contri-
butions are shown in Fig. 1. This measurement shows
how Borexino, with larger exposure, could separate the
contributions from U and Th, and demonstrates the abil-
ity of this detection technique to perform real-time spec-
troscopy of geo-neutrinos.

The radiogenic heat production for U and Th, H(U +
Th), from the present best-fit result is restricted in the
range 23-36 TW (see Fig. 4). The range of values in-
cludes the uncertainty on the distribution of heat produc-
ing elements inside the Earth. The model-independent
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FIG. 1. Prompt light yield spectrum, in units of photoelec-
trons (p.e.), of ⌫̄e candidates and the best-fit. The best-fit
shows the geo-neutrino and reactor neutrino spectra (dotted
lines) assuming the chondritic ratio. Colored areas show the
result of a separate fit with U (blue) and Th (light blue) set
as free and independent parameters.

analysis yields a radiogenic heat interval 11-52 TW
(69% C.L.) for H(U + Th). Adopting the chondritic
mass ratio above and a potassium-to-uranium mass ra-
tio m(K)/m(U) = 104, the total measured terrestrial
radiogenic power is P (U + Th + K) = 33+28

�20 TW, to
be compared with the global terrestrial power output
Ptot = 47± 2 TW [14].

The contribution to the total geo-neutrino signal from
the local crust (LOC) is estimated to be Sgeo(LOC) =
(9.7±1.3) TNU [15]. Considering the contribution from
the rest of the crust (ROC) [16], the signal from the
crust in Borexino is calculated as Sgeo(LOC+ROC) =
(23.4±2.8) TNU. In order to estimate the significance of
a positive signal from the mantle we have determined the
likelihood of Sgeo(Mantle) = Sgeo � Sgeo(LOC+ROC)
using the experimental likelihood profile of Sgeo and a
gaussian approximation for the crust contribution. The
non-physical region, Sgeo(Mantle) < 0, is excluded.
This approach gives a signal from the mantle equal to
Sgeo(Mantle) = 20.9+15.1

�10.3 TNU, with the null hypothe-
sis rejected at 98% C.L..

An updated measurement of ⌫̄e’s with Borexino is pre-
sented. We show that Borexino-only data measure geo-
neutrinos with 5.9� significance. We also shows that
the background level in Borexino allows to perform a
real time spectroscopy of geo-neutrinos, currently limited
only by the size of the detector.

The Borexino program is made possible by funding
from INFN (Italy), NSF (USA), BMBF, DFG, and MPG
(Germany), RFBR: Grants 14-22-03031 and 13-02-12140,
RFBR-ASPERA-13-02-92440 (Russia), and NCN Poland
(UMO-2012/06/M/ST2/00426). We acknowledge the fi-
nancial support from the UnivEarthS Labex program of
Sorbonne Paris Cit (ANR-10-LABX-0023 and ANR-11-
IDEX-0005-02). We acknowledge the generous support
and hospitality of the Laboratori Nazionali del Gran

Unprecedented Achievement in 1953
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28.5.1953 - Sir Edmund Hillary and Tenzing Norgay reached as the first 
men the top of Mt. Everest

They show the way, what can be done 
They show the way for they followers 
History will always remember them 
Foundations of new field:  
GEONEUTRINO PHYSICS

2005/2010

2005/2010 KamLAND BOREXINO measured

experiments geoneutrinos

They boldly went where no man has 
gone before 
Sure it was not easy



B. Roskovec Geov Measurements Overview 

Prediction vs. Measurement

16

1 TNU (Terrestrial Neutrino Unit) = 1 event detected by IBD per year on 1032 protons 
KamLAND - 1 kt

Borexino - 280 t

KamLAND Borexino
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B. Roskovec Geov Measurements Overview 

(Geo)neutrinos do oscillate!  
See Wang Yifang talk 

⟨P(νe→νe⟩=0.544 - If there are no oscillations -> double flux 

Measurement (particle physics) being consistent with prediction 
(geophysics) is yet another demonstration of neutrino flavor changing! 

Can we even see oscillations? Eventually…

Flavor Changing in Geoneutrinos

17

30 µ(s) n+Gd ! Gd⇤ ! Gd+ �’s (8 MeV)
200 µ(s) n+H ! D + � (2.22 MeV)
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grid-calculated geoneutrino flux in Earth propagating to
Jinping with oscillation,

φi(E)dE =
XiλiNA

µi
nν(i)

×
∫

Ai(r⃗)ρ(r⃗)

4πL2
Pee(E,L)fi(E)dr⃗dE,

(4)

where X represents the natural isotopic mole fraction of
isotope i, λ the decay constant, NA Avogadro’s constant,
µ the standard atomic molar mass, nν the number of ν⃗e’s
emitted per decay; A(r⃗) and ρ(r⃗) are respectively the lo-
cally variant Earth model parameter of abundance and
density; L is the linear distance to the Jinping site; Pee

is the neutrino survival probability in the framework of
three generations of neutrinos, and f(E) is the normal-
ized anti-electron neutrino energy spectrum.
The total flux φ is obtained by integrating over the

energy,

φ =

∫

φ(E)dE

=
XλNA

µ
nν⟨Pee⟩

∫

A(r⃗)ρ(r⃗)

4πL2
dr⃗,

(5)

where ⟨Pee⟩ is the electron antineutrino survival probabil-
ity averaged over the energy spectrum and the geological
distribution of a certain species of HPE (see Section III.
A).

A. Earth Model

A 1◦ × 1◦ topological map of the density ρ(r⃗) in the
Earth crust is used in Eq. 4 and Eq. 5, and was obtained
from CRUST1.0 [24]. The assumption employed for the
mantle is from Huang et. al [23]. For the computation
of flux, a 1◦ × 1◦ tile is further divided into sub-tiles to
obtain the propagation distance L. The abundance of the
HPEs Ai(r⃗) in every geographical layer and the intrinsic
radioactive element properties are taken from Ref. [25].
The abundance is assumed to be uniform in every layer.
The energy spectrum of HPE is from Ref. [21].
According to Ref. [25], the uncertainty on the geoneu-

trino flux prediction introduced by this Earth model is
+12.6%
−12.3%, while for crustal geoneutrinos, this uncertainty is
±15.0%.

B. Oscillation Analysis

1. Vacuum Oscillation

The survival probability of an electron antineutrino
with energy E propagating over a baseline L can be writ-
ten as

Pee(E,L) = |
∑

i

e−M̃i,1 × Um(0, i)† × Um(i, 0)|2, (6)

where M̃i,1 ≈ 2.534×∆Mi1L/E with L in the unit of km
and E in GeV, and ∆Mij is the neutrino mass difference
between generation i and j. Um is the eigen matrix of
neutrino mass mixing matrix A = U ×M ×U †, where M
is the neutrino mass matrix, Mij = δij ×∆Mij , and U is
the neutrino oscillation matrix,

U =

⎛

⎝

1
c23 s23

−s23 c23

⎞

⎠×

⎛

⎝

c13 s13e−iδcp

1
−s13e−iδcp c13

⎞

⎠

×

⎛

⎝

c12 s12
−s12 c12

1

⎞

⎠ .

(7)
The central values and uncertainties of oscillation param-
eters θij and∆Mij are taken from Ref. [26]. The neutrino
mass hierarchy is assumed to be inverted hierarchy.

The average survival probability of geoneutrinos from
BSE given in Eq. 5 can be calculated as

⟨Pee⟩ =
∫

Pee(E)f(E)dE,

Pee(E) =

∫

Pee(E,L) · A(r⃗)ρ(r⃗)/(4πL2)dr⃗
∫

A(r⃗)ρ(r⃗)/(4πL2)dr⃗
.

(8)

The average survival probability Pee(E) is shown in Fig.
2.

Neutrino Energy [MeV]
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5

eeP

0.53
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0.55
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0.58

FIG. 2. Geoneutrino survival probability averaged over the
HPE distributions in the Earth. Different colored points rep-
resents Pee for different HPEs (magenta for U, blue for Th,
green for K). Solid lines represent the total geoneutrino flux
(red) and the IBD events (black) in Jinping in arbitrary units.

For a different neutrino energy spectrum f(E), this
average survival probability Pee is different. Table I lists
⟨Pee⟩ and ⟨P ′

ee⟩, which is for the effective energy spec-
trum, i.e., it is weighted by the IBD cross section (see
Section IV).

Dye (2012) Wan et al. (2017)

_ _
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crust of the Himalayas to the west and the normal ~40 km crust of eastern China. While currently unable to 
measure geoneutrino directionality, predictions of azimuthal signal intensity provide insight into the geology of 
the local crust and inform mapping and sampling efforts for regional geologic models.

Conclusion
The predicted geoneutrino signal for the proposed Jinping Neutrino Experiment is . − .+ .58 5 7 2

7 4 TNU, of which 
. − .
+ .50 4 7 6

7 8 TNU is from the Crust +  Continental Lithospheric Mantle and . − .+ .8 1 2 7
2 5 TNU is from the 

Depleted +  Enriched Mantle. The Jinping measurement, combined with geoneutrino measurements at other con-
tinental sites, is currently our best chance at resolving the mantle signal. Dedicated geophysical effort toward an 
accurate local lithospheric model is required. This is a realistic goal, given the wealth of geophysical data in this 
well studied seismogenic region at the boundary between the Tibetan Plateau and the Sichuan Basin.

Refinement to model predictions of the lithospheric flux are crucial to reducing the uncertainty estimates of 
the mantle flux. The strategy mapped out here reveals that geoneutrino data will constrain the amount of radio-
genic heat production in the mantle by combining all measurements from continental detection sites to reduce 
the uncertainty. Reference model predicts that constraining the mantle’s radiogenic heat production to 12 ±  4 TW 
is achievable within 8 years. Such a strategy will successfully discriminate between models of the Earth’s compo-
sition, i.e., the previously described low-Q, medium-Q, and high-Q models predicting anywhere from 2 TW to > 
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Figure 4. Top: Most recent measurement of total geoneutrino flux at KamLAND (KL)31 and Borexino (BX)33 
(vertical axis) vs. lithospheric flux prediction (this study). Best fit of slope 1 line shown as red dashed line, 
including ± 1σ uncertainty (red band). The y-intercept reveals signal from the convecting mantle (DM +  EM), 
which scales with radiogenic power in BSE (purple). Bottom: Simulated measurements in year 2025 (vertical 
axis) vs. lithospheric predictions at geoneutrino detectors KL, JUNO, BX, SNO+ , and Jinping (JP). Assumes 
that detectors measure the nominal value predicted by the emission model, and measurement uncertainty is 
assumed to be 11% (KL)52, 6% (JUNO)53, 13% (BX), 9% (SNO+ ), and 4% (JP)28, respectively. We show results 
for two BSE compositional estimates, previously termed medium-Q and low-Q models21,58. The solution of 
mantle flux for the medium-Q model translates into 12 ±  4 TW of radiogenic power in the mantle.

Šrámek et al. (2016) 
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consistent with uniform flux 

Precision measurement at 
location with low or  
high flux needed

Crust&Mantle contributions unknown 

Mantle contribution = Heat sources in mantle 

Relevant for power of Earth mantle dynamics 

See very interesting talk from Ondřej Šrámek

Proposed Jinping experiment 
will resolve these issues

see very interesting talk from Wang Zhe 

Courtesy of O. Šrámek
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‣Rate + Shape + Time Analysis (1)
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Roadmap to the Future
Geoneutrinos can reveal the contribution of cooling/heat sources to the 
drive of Earth dynamics - depends on radionuclides in the mantle
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Current prediction: 
~13% uncertainty

Current measurements: 
>17% uncertainty

Future prediction: 
~7% uncertainty

Local crust model 
(L≲300 km): 

Input from various 
geophysicist fields
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lithospheric signal, which must be subtracted from the total measurement. In our geoneutrino emission model 
the uncertainty in the lithospheric flux simply scales with the lithospheric flux magnitude and is therefore com-
paratively large at Jinping.

It has been recognized that a large fraction of the expected geoneutrino flux at a detector originates from the 
closest few hundred km surrounding a detector24. Figure 1 shows the lithospheric contribution to the geoneutrino 
flux coming from the surrounding 1°longitude ×  1°latitude tiles of the C1 discretization. Almost a quarter of the 
signal (23%) originates in the tile in which Jinping sits. The plot of cumulative geoneutrino flux versus distance to 
emitter (Fig. 3) at Jinping shows the steepest sloping curve of all detectors, where 50% of signal originates within 
300 km distance, 60% within 500 km, and 70% within 1000 km. Thus, it is fundamentally important to charac-
terize the local geology as it represents the largest contributor to the signal and uncertainty on the total expected 
flux. The geoneutrino flux estimates from the local lithosphere must become constrained by multiple geophysical 
and geochemical observables including existing heat flow data, seismic observations, gravity data, and meas-
ured element abundances in rocks. Local crustal studies have been performed around KamLAND, Borexino, and 
SNO+  and constitute an urgent challenge for geoscience in geoneutrino research at Jinping and JUNO.

The area around Jinping has been heavily studied because of the many devastating earthquakes that have 
occurred in the region, with the most recent ones being the 2008 Wenchuan (Sichuan) earthquake and the 2013 
Lushan earthquake42–46. Furthermore, Jinping is sited on the eastward facing ramp of the Tibetan Plateau that 
abuts the Sichuan Basin and is known to be located in one of the world’s fastest moving geological regions, with 
vertical uplift rates reaching up to 6 mm/yr and horizontal movements exceeding 10 mm/yr47. Hundreds of GPS 
measurements and identification of the many major tectonic faults reveal large scale tectonic block rotation and 
crustal flow in the region48–51. This region has been and continues to be intensely studied for both understanding 

Reservoir
Geoneutrino flux in TNU†

Th U Th + U
Upper CC +  sediments 7.37 ±  0.74 28.3 ±  6.0 35.7 ±  6.7
Middle CC 2.70 ±  0.22 8.1 ±  2.5 10.8 ±  2.7
Lower CC 0.292 ±  0.088 0.72 ±  0.22 1.02 ±  0.31
OC sediments 0.032 ±  0.002 0.102 ±  0.005 0.134 ±  0.008
OC crust 0.009 ±  0.003 0.045 ±  0.013 0.054 ±  0.016
CC +  OC 10.40 ±  0.77 37.3 ±  6.5 47.7 ±  7.2
CLM . − .

+ .0 40 0 25
0 56 . − .

+ .1 4 0 8
1 7 . − .

+ .1 8 1 1
2 3

CC +  OC +  CLM . − .
+ .11 0 0 9

1 1 39.3 ±  6.8 . − .
+ .50 4 7 6

7 8

Depleted Mantle (DM) . − .
+ .0 67 0 17

0 15 . − .
+ .3 68 0 93

0 83 . − .
+ .4 35 1 10

0 99

Enriched Mantle* (EM) . − .
+ .0 87 0 34

0 44 . − .
+ .2 6 1 6

2 2 . − .
+ .3 5 2 0

2 6

DM +  EM . − .
+ .1 59 0 47

0 43 . − .
+ .6 6 2 2

2 1 . − .
+ .8 1 2 7

2 5

TOTAL . − .
+ .12 6 0 9

1 0 45.9 ±  6.4 . − .
+ .58 5 7 2

7 4

Table 1.  Prediction of geoneutrino flux at Jinping location: 28.15°N, 101.71°E, 2400 m depth, based on 
CRUST1.038 model of the crustal structure. *See text for details on how the EM was determined to satisfy 
BSE model. †See text for details on units. CC =  Continental Crust; OC =  Oceanic Crust; CLM =  Continental 
Lithospheric Mantle.

Figure 2. Geoneutrino flux predictions at geoneutrino detectors, showing contributions from Near-field 
crust (NFC), Far-field crust (FFC), and the convecting Mantle (DM + EM). NFC is a 6°longitude by 4°latitude 
region centered at the detector location. NFC and FFC include the small contribution (< 2 TNU) from the 
underlying Continental Lithospheric Mantle (CLM). See Fig. 1 for detector locations and TNU.

Future measurements: 
~5% uncertainty

Even single measurement 
can improve the model

Combination of prediction 
and measurements: 

Mantle heat production

Prediction: Measurement:
Šrámek et al. (2016) 
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Conclusions
Geoneutrinos were measured by KamLAND and BOREXINO  

The foundation of the experimental geoneutrino physics has been laid 

Geoneutrinos carry information about Earth’s interior 

Precise measurements as well as precise predictions needed to 
access to this information 

The message is positive - we know how to do both  
(See talks of other speakers)
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